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and together with the Apolio,injects into a low E a r ~ h  orbit. \\'hen the Moon 
and the S-IVB payload combination are in the most advanti~geous relative 
position, the S-IVB engine is rc-ignited to acceierate the vehicle out of 
Earth orbit and into Earth-Moon transit. 
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Fig. 2. Lunar rendezvous 

Follo\l-ing the S-IVB stage cutoff, the command and scrvics motiules 
are seprated (Fig. 3) from the vehicle and the Lunar Excursion Module 
(LIihl) adapter col-eying the LEM, or  bug, is detached. The Apoiio capsule 
turns 180" to face the vehicle and mates with the LELI. After mating. the 
Apollo and tlie LEM pull away from the expended S-I\:R stage. 

After coasting to the moon, the i\pol!o injscts the assembly into a lo\\, 
lun:+r orbit. After dcternlining that all subsystems are functioning properly. 
t-xo of the three astronauts will transfer from the Comnland Module (in 
Apollo) to the LEhf. The excursion module is then placed on a tra.jr.ctory 
\vliicli has the same period as tlie circumlunar orbit of the Coninland 
>'lodule. but has a much lower perigee. about 50.000 ft. If tile cclcipmsnt 
is still functioning properly, a landing \\ill be acconlplished. Thc landing 
mo:lule, or  bug. can hol-cr for as much as a nlinute rind translate ris rnucli 
as 1000ft in any direction n-liile hcverin_e. After landing andaftcr thi,cI':w 
113s had a chance to explore the lunar surfac:. tli- bug wiii ascencl ?:id 
rendezvous x i th  the Apollo in lunar orbit. The astrol?:iuts trniisfcr to the 
h r g r  craft and, leal-ing the bug in orbit. inject into an Eurtll-rcturn 1r3iec- 
tory. 
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n Thc vehicle vhich accomplishes this mission (Fig. 4) has, for first stage 
: propulsion, five 1.5 million-lb thrust Rocketdyne F-1 L0X:'RI' engines. 
*f The second stage has five 200,000-lb thrust Rocketdyne J-2 LOX/LHl 

sncines, and the third stage has one similar Rocketdync 5-2 engine. Thc 
vcliicle itself also has assortcd storablc propellant engines for roll and 
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Fig. 4. Saturn V propulsion systsms (LOR configuration) 

attitude coiitrol, solid propellant ullage rockets for propel la~~t  settling a t  
enginc start, and retro action at  stage separation. 

In addition to these systems, the payload complex itself contains ap- 
proxiniately 50 engines (Fig. 5). The service niodule contains a single 
Aerojct General engine clnploying storable propellants, x i th  a thrust 
le\-cl of 2:.000 1b. The LEM is really a I\\-o-stage vchicle. The landing 
stag: employs a throtrleabls eligiiie 11-ith a thrust level bet\\-een S and 
10,000 lb, using the saine propellants as Apollo. The lunar take off system 
employs a 4000-lb thrust engine. Attitude control engines are enxployed 
in the S-IVB, Apollo, and LEM; ~hese  engines also employ storable pro- 
pellants. 

This mission, then, requires propulsion systems \\-liich perform in the 
follo\ving categories: 

1. Frin~ary thrust. 
2. i\ttitudu and roll control. 
3. U l l a ~ e  forcc for propcllant settling. 



4.  Rctro-action at stage separation. 
5.  Astronaut sscape. 
For each of the 98 rocket engines required to perform this mission, the 

space vehicle designer had to solve many critical problcms to adapt the 
engine to the stage. Some of the most important engine parameters \\ hich 
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Fig. 5. Propulsion systenis of Apollo spacecrnrt 

afiect veliicle performance are thrust, specific impulse, total impulse, and 
engine weight. On the left of Fie. 6, we see the effect on orbital payioad of a 
pure change in thrust (without an accompanying change in specific impulse, 
engine ~veiglit, or total impulse) for the second and third stages of a liypo- 
thetical, large, three-stage rocket of the Saturn V class. On the right-hand 
portion of Fig. 6, all parameters are constant, except specific irnpulse. 
The conclusion to bc drawn from this figure is: a second-stage designer 
is most interested in masirnizinz thrust and specific impulse, but to a third- 
stags designer: specific impulse is by far the more important parameter so 
long as thrust is reasonably high. 

Where high thrust is desirable and single engines a te  not ajailable, 
the approach has sometimes been to eniploy multip!e engines. For exan~pie, 
in tile S-I1 stnge, five J-2 efigines arc. used to proiliicz 1 n~illion lb of 
thrust. This approach in~olves additional reliiclz coi:~ylexity 01-er a single 
engine of equivalent thrust, since more fced lines, control systems. pneumat- 
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ic ii,.c- , .-ms, and instrumentation are required. Further~nore, the engi~ie 

c,lip:? ..veig!it is usually higher for a given thrust level \vhen that tlxust 
!eve1 is obtained through the use of mulriple engines rather rhan a single 
ertgine. 

Ths s:lection of propellants to be used in a given stage has major conse- 
qucnis on t11~:desigti oftiiat stage. The total impulse required, in part defines 
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Fs. 6.  Thrusr 3rd spciRc impulse effects. Saturn V LOR confi~~~ration 

the size of the cxtern:11 propellant tank en\-elope. The division bet\veell 
oxidizer and fuel within that envelope is determined by the non~inal engine 
nlixture ratio requirements and propellant densities. Beyond this gross 
geoinctric consideration, the selection of propellants is iiuporta~it in other 
vel!icle design arcas such as: ( I )  structural design, (2) component develop- 
inant, (3) field testing, and (4) special subsystem requirements. 

Structural Design 

In iiie case of S-IVB, the use of LH, as a fuel caused severnl important 
strircturni inno!ations (Fig. 7). A significant problem i11 the design of this 
Il~drc~se11-5iclcd \~cliicle \\as mininiizing boiloff losses during ground standby 
. 1 1 ~ 1  dur i~ i s  the cxit tr:ijectory. In genetnl. two approaclics were possible: 
(I) cutcri~;~! itlsulation. nl i ic l~ could be attached directll- to the tank xalls 
or >pxecl olT fro111 tlie \valls, or (2) internal il~sulation mounted to rhe 
I)! t!rogc!i !ank. In the case of tlie directly applied external insulation, !I?? 
bc~11dins .i:cni \ ~ o u l d  be forced to ivithstand liquid hydrogen remperzturcs 
of ---i'.?-F'. In i!ltcrnr~l insulation, ho\rc~i.r ,  the insulation material itself 



protects the bond line. and the bonding agent is subjected ro 3 ternperatlure 
of only -100'F. In the case of the spaced-of insuiation, a purg: is oeces- 
sary to prevent air condensation next to the tank. In this spaced-off method, 
a crack in the insulation invites cryopumping; LC., the entering air liqufies, 
pressure drops, and more air is drawn into the cmck. Internal insulation 
is not subject to this disadvantage. Furthermore, it is protected by tile tank 
during transportation and in the exit trajectory. Holvever, for long-term 
coast missions where the boost phase conductive heat input is of secondary 
importance compared to the radiative input durins coast, spaccd-off ex- 
ternal inn~lation appears more attractive. 

In  the design of the basic structure, the temperature of the propellants 
must be considered as a major input into the design. Lo\v carbon steels 
becollie exceedingly brittlc and nearly useless a t  liquid Iiydroren temper- 
atures. Others, such as copper, stainless stesl. and aluminium alloys have 
irnprovsd properties a t  these temperatures. Figure 8 shows the strength of 
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20141'-6 ,~lurninium as a function of temperature. This in~pro~cnieu t  in 
lower tempsl-ature strength lins been used to advantagc in &si$n of the 
Douglns stares, since the desirn of elements of the s?ste~-.i is predicated 
oil the lo\!- temperature strsngth rather than the roo111 tcmpcra?ure st-engh. 
Althougli some tru~terials exhibit this stre~igtli improsel~ient. all properiiss 
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ne:d be invcstignted, since improvement in strength can be accompanied 
by increased notch sensitivity or  susceptibility t o  fatigue. 

Component De5elopment 

An example of  specialized componer~ts dictated by the use of a particular 
engine sysrr.111 may be found in the S-IVB feed lines. These lines, delivering 
propc1l;ints to the 1-2 engine, are vacuum jacketed aluminum ducting, 
rather tlinn more conventional, uninsulated types (Fie. 9). This was included 
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Fig. 9. S-1\'B \.acuurn-jacketed hydrogen ficid line 

in  the dcsign t o  minimize the amount .of heat absorbed during propellant 
tra:>j:'~i and ensine start. A ~ : I C U I I I ~  is drawn in these all-welded lines a t  
tile time ofnsie~nbly.  This pressure can be continually monitored throughout 
the nssenibly arid testing of the vehicle. When hydrogsn ilolrs t l~rouei l  
t l~cse linec, the cold temperature reduces the pressure in the vacuunl jacket 
ever1 further by c~>ndeiising out the residual gas. 

Tliroi~ghout the whicle, similar specialized components have been 
developed. particularly for hydrogen service, including new types of ssals, 
vaI\?s. trilnsducers, etc. 
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Field Testing 

The technique used for field testing of the vehicle is, to a large measure, 
determined by the requirements of the propulsion system. For esample, 
at Sacramento, California, Douglas and the Xatioual Aeronautics and 
Space Administration have constructed special test areas for the Saturn 

Dram S-IV and S-IVB programs. The test area to be used in the S-IVB pro= 
is shown in Fig. 10. This area is composed of a blockhouse from nbich 

Fig. 10. Beta complex 

two firing stands are controlled. One test stand ~vill be used for early battle- 
ship testing. the other for vehicle systems testing. In the battleship phase, a 
hea~y-walled steel tank of the same geometric configuration as the flight 
vehicle will be used to f i s t  test the marriage of the engine and vehicle. 
The question t o  be answered here is: does this engine, tested only as a 
co~llponent previously by the engine manufacturer, operate properly \\hen 
fed by the vehicle systems? The other stand employs totally flight-weight 
systems. On this stand, the effect of engine operation on the real lehicle 
is investigated to determine that all slstems can operate hit11 tht..engine 
firing and the engine can be operated by real ~ehic le  systems. 

The disposal of hydrogen x7ent gases is an esample of specialized T ehicle 
tcsling requirements which arise from engine-dictated boundaries. One 

, disy.oszl techpique is to  dump the hydrogen through a burn stack, in nhich 
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:lyJrogen is bubbled through a column of water and the eruptin? 
huhb1r.s arc burned. At the Sacramento Test Site, other forms of nonburning 
stacks ha\e been used. In one nonburning configuration, a flapper check 
\alve arac used to preyent air from entering the stack and fiov,il!g b;ck to  
the tar;k, wllcre it ~vould condense and solidify. Condensation of air in 
hydrogen tanks can be a serious problem. contaminants can enter hydrosen 
tznAs through the venting system, the filling system, or, by \irtue of conla- 
niinzntz in tlic hydrogen at the time of tank filling. Liquid air svill collect 
and solici~fy at ihe bottom of a hydrogen tank, and in lines and filters, and 
represents an explosive potential. To preclude the possibility of building up 
large amounts of such co~taminants, proczdures have been instituted to 
drain all propeilants and ua rm the hydrogen tanks at periodic inter~als. 
Then, the tanks are completely purged with helium before remling. 

The disposal of hydrogen gas is sometimes accompanied by spontaneous 
ignition. For example, in the vent stack just described, there have been 
ss\eral occasions \vhen static discharges have isnited the venting hydrogen. 
This condition is not especjally serious, and was anticipated. It can be 
detected in the blockhouse with a thermocouple mounted in the stack. 
The thermocouple is necessary, since the fires themselves are almost in- 
visible. The fires are extinguished by the introduction of an inert gas into 
the stack to reduce the concentration of the combustible gas. 

The extreme volatility of hydrogen and its susceptibility to ignition 
in the atmosphere has led to  the employment of sensitive fire detection 
systems near critical components on the firing stand. Figure 11 shows 
the insta!lation of such a system around a hydrogen joint. This contintlous 
fire indicator is similar to  the type used on aircrafi. If a temperature rise 
is experienced, an alarm system is activated in the blockhouse. Also employed 
on our test stand are thernlocouples which sample discrete points for 
unexpected temperature r i m  \shich could be indicative of fire. Douo,las, 
and other agencies, h a ~ c  done some experimentation uritb ultra\-iolet 
detectors. ~shicli can scan the area remotely. A l thoud~  such a system is 
not yet insValled, it is believed to be feasible and is currently under active 
invsstigation. 

Some engines desisned for. high-altitude operation are faced with nozz!e 
separation problems in sea lelel test conditions. This necessitates adding 
ar, altitude simulation system to the field test site so that the engine operates 
liith loncr than atmospheric back pressure. An altitude simulation s>stem 
nns ins!alled in the Sacramento Test Site for testing of the engines associated 
ui th  S-IV. (This vehicle is to  be on the second stage of Saiurn I, the first 
version of Saturn, and employs six Pratt and \Vhitney RL10A 15,000-lb 
rhrusr engines.j The altitude sirnuiation system is based on the use of 
diEt~scrs. The difldsers are e\acuated by a two-stage steam ejector, shown 



in Fig. 12. With this system, the pressure adjacent to the engine is reduced to 
approximately 1 psi at time of ignition. The flow of engine gases through 
the diffusers after ignition is sufficient to keep the pressure reduced. 

Special Vehicle System Requirements 

Certain ancillary systems were added to the configuration of S-IVB as a 
result of engine-imposed requirements. hfost important aniong these \Yere 
the tank pressurization systems which provided propellants to the engine 
inlets at the proper feed pressures and temperatures. Maintaining proper 
propellant quality is important, of course, to  prevent pump cavitation. 
The hydrogen tank is pressurized by helium. xvhich is heated in an engine 
heat exchanger. This helium is stored in titanium bottles submerged in 
the liquid hydrogen tank. Because of the requirement for restart of the 
S-IVB J-2 engine, auxiliary systems had to be provided to boost the tank 
pressure above saturation conditions so that propellants of adequate quality 
could be provided after the orbital coast psriod. 

Without fully describing the other systems involved. consideration must 
be given in the installation of an e ~ g i n e  t o  items such as: (1) propellant 
utilization, (2) gimballing systems and control. (3) guidance interface, 
particularly as related to  thrust build-up and cut-off transient%, (4) instru- 
mentation, (5) dynamic loads introduced into the vehicle structure by release 
after holddonn, (6) coupling between engine dynamic combustion modes 
and vehicle structural or control modes, and (7) inflight disposal of engine 
prestart cliil!don n gases. 

System 3loduIar Concept 

One of the special vehicle systems on S-I\'B is the auxiliaq propulcion 
sjstem, nhich prolides slight for~vard acceleration ai main engine start 
to position the propellants in the tank and maintain roll and attitude 
control of the stage. Two 1750-lb thrust ullage enzincs furnish axial thrust 
before icitinl slnrt (S-'IVB stage separation) and restart of the main engine. 
Dming orbital f izht ,  t no  150-lb thrust ullage engines furnish axial thrust 
ro assure that the liquid hldrogen propellant is properly settled in the stage 
tank prior to venting. Control of pitch. yau. and roll is maintained by tv o 
sets of three 150-lb thrust attitude engines. These eriginss are mounted in 
~loduies:  each module contains one 1750-lb thrust engine and four 150-lb 
thrust engines. Figure 13 is a rien- of the S-IVB stage with the auxiliary 
propulsion system modules attached. 
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Fig. 13. Satt~rn V propulsion control system Saturn S-IVB stage 

A positive expulsion 5ystern is used to asscre that the hypcrgolic propel- 
lants will be supplied to the engines under zero g conditions. This system, 
shown in Fig. 14. con5ists of welded stainless steel Ivafer bellons in the 
propellant tanks, n h i c h  espsl the propellants into a manifold. The upper 
end of the tanks is closed by tlie high pressure sphere, wilich is used for 
storage of the 3000-psin tielimn for the pressurization system. 

The 150-15 thrust. ablatixely cooled rocket engines are being developed 
for Douglas by tlic Tapco Di\ision of Thompson Ramo-Wooidridge 
Corporation. The dczign frrng tinie for these engines is 30 min for steadq- 
state operations. o: pulse firing of up to 10 pulses'sec. 

Tlle 1750-lb thrust rcchct enginez are bcing developed for Douglas by 
the Marquardt Corporation. These enginez, nhich are s~~n i l a r  in design 
concept to thl: 150-lb tlirust engines, are nblati\,ely cooled and habe quad- 
ruple propellant valbcc. Tlie design firing time for these engines is 250 sec 
for steady-state operations. 

Just az the enzinc has given the \el~icle dscigner problems \I hich must 
be solved, the vrhitle design probides many dlficult boundaries to the 



engine designer. For example, the vehicle gi'on1etry constrairls the physical 
engine parameters, such as size, Lveight, thrust, specific impulse, materials, 
etc. I'erhapr of equal importance are the enbironmental constraints Lrhich 1 
the vehicle imposes on the engine. For example, components of the J-2 
engine. when installed on the S-IVB, jvill experience temperature extremes of 
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Fig. 14. Saturn V auxiliary prop~~lsion control system module Saturn S-IVB stage 

from --423" to 5400cF, vibration levels of 24 g's in the frequency range fron? 
35 cp5 to 370 cps, v~bration levels of 60 g's at higher frequencies, and shock 
lexels of 165 5's. 

This emir onrnent arises in part from aerod>nanlic buffeting and d ~ n n m i c  
inputr fro111 the burning phase of the lo\\i'r stages. Also. consldcr the 
enbironment of a single engine \\ hich operates as a men~bcr of a cluster. 
I t  must n itlistand the !oads inlposed by irs adjacent brothers \\ hile it 
contributes to the rackst that they must endure. 

Among the general rcquiren~ents which a space ~ellicle imposes on the 
engine desig~i are: (1) tailoring of the thrub: tinlc ci.lrvs, (2) mixture ratio 
control, and (3) reliability and maintaiuabiiity. 
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Tailoring of the thrust-time curve is important in several areas. For 
esnn.lp!~. \o.!ne engines. during their stsri cycle, may 0vti.shoot noniinal 
tllril,t by y;.;. 1f an enzine \vex to  perform this way, the vehicle's thrust 
srrl:cturc .,+c,uld be designed around the overshoot condition rather than 

thc burnin? p:riod. \vhon the thrust presumably would be nominal. This 
could rccil!t i n  heavy and inefficient structure. Thcreforc, tllc vehicle designer 

trirs to imj?il\i' a requirement for min in~u~n overshoot. Similarly, at  the 
otl.ier end of ;!lc thrust curve, the vehicle designer n m t s  an engine that 
yitlds thc a n l c  thrust tniloff curve every time a particular engine is cut 
01f;~nci onc \vIlich is identical benveen different engines. Minimum engine-to- 
engine \ari;itior: is inipor~ant in the clustered configuration so that turning 
tr:~rrsit;n~s nit not gtncrated at cutoff. Such transients could make separa- 
tion o:' a succctding stag: very difficult. Repeatability of thrust tailoff 
in succcs.;i\c firings of n sing!? ensine is important in the prediction of the 
tc7t:;l i n~yi~ i ic  ~aincci after cutoff command. This figure is used in setting 
the fight g:~ii!:irrcc equations so that the cutoff command can be generated 
ahcad of 111e cicsircd final velocity, Without good cutoff transient repeat- 
abiiity bctts-een successive firings, this "velocity-gained-after-cutoff" figure 
mie!lt haxe a large uncertainty. 

Thrust 2nd pcrfc~rrnance repeatability is also important to the vehicle 
dcjig~ler. Ccllibration firings at the engine manufacturing plant determine 
thz par~iculsr propellant flow requirements for a givgn eengize. These 
c:t!ibnttion cfnta arc U S C ~  in preflight predictions to generate infor~~iation 
rcqt1lrr.d for- accur:ite preflight propellant loading and trajectory computa- 
tions. If,  on subsctluent firings, engine performance varies from that 
predic!cJ f o r  the flight conditions, trajectory perturbations and path 
uncsrtaintii.~ \\.ill result. 

Velocity gained in a stage is a strong function of the stage empty weight. 
Thsref~)rc. \\ htre vclocit} gained is important to a vehicle designer, he 
striws to r?~irii!~iizc empty lvcight. Unburned propellants can add to the 
empty \\eight and seriously limit the velocity potential of the stage. There- 
f t~ic ,  the vtllicle designer usually wants to run out of both propellants 
siil~ulianeouily. This is approached in one of two ways: (1) open loop, 
hy accurntcly predicting propellant flow rates and pre-loading precisely 
thc correct :?mount of propellants, or (2) closed loop, by ir~cluding sensing 
elcn~snrs \vhii:Il cletcct the amount of each propellant remairiing and adjust 
ihc flow of onc or the other to guarantee sinlultaneous e.+austion. Ineither 
caic., ~peci:il ri'quiremcnts are imposed on the engine. Open loop systems 

. 

dcniarld vcrl; precise calibration data; close loop systems demand a means 
fklr conlro:iiri_e propel!ant flour without adversely affecting other engine 
optratin$! parameters. 

Kc:i:~hility and maintainability are words which take on new meaning 
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in a system which has 98 engines. In alnzost all cases, the engines nus t  
function properly on command or the mission livill be aborted. The vehiclz 
designer expects to get an engine \vhich will perform on demand. Re!i- 
ability usually conles with experience. Rocket engines are better today 
than we might otherwise have a right to expect from a sirnplc analysis of 
our experience \vith thern. Figure 15 compares the total flight hours of the 
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100,030 
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CALENDAR Y E A R S  

Fig. 15. Comparative engine operating tirnes 

DC-8 to the 1)ouglas-built Thor. It is interesting to note that if all rocket 
engine operating times nere to  be considered, there are still differences 

4 of orders of magnitude in total flight time. From the staridpoint of oper- 
ating time alone, the rocket is still back in the hand crank, mzinual spark 
advance days. 

Proper engine design considers preflight nlaintainability and checkout. 
These considerations may bs even more important \\hen long term opera- 
tion in space is considered. Then, the vehicle designer mill ask the cngine 
manufacturer to provide an engine which can be checked in space, repaired 
in space, and perhaps tested in space. Modules \\ill be external for access; 
systems ~i ill be plug-in; instrumentation n ill be self-checking and fooiproof. 

Fitting the engines to the \chicle and vehicles to the engi~le are de;lgil chal- 
lenges today. The problems involved are recognirsci and are beins sohed 
today through cooperation between engine manufacturers and engine users. 
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Solving these interface problems today, determining how best to use an 
engine to  accomplish a particular mission, will provide ans\vers to ques- 
tions which will be raised in the design of future,planetary spaceships and 
their future engines. 
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